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The prices of the option and futures of a stock both reflect the market’s expectation of
futures changes of the stock’s price. Their prices normally align with each other within
a limited window. When they do not, arbitrage opportunities arise: an investor who
spots the misalignment will be able to buy (sell) options on one hand, and sell (buy)
futures on the other and make risk-free profits. Historical data suggest that option and
futures prices on the LIFFE Market do not align occasionally. Arbitrage chances are
rare. Besides, they last for seconds only before the market adjusts itself. The challenge
is to not only to discover such chances, but to discover them ahead of other arbitragers.
In the past, we have introduced EDDIE as a genetic programming tool for forecasting.
This paper describes EDDIE-ARB, a specialization of EDDIE, for forecasting arbitrage
opportunities. As a tool, EDDIE-ARB enables economists and computer scientists to
work together to identify relevant independent variables. Trained on historical data,
EDDIE-ARB was capable of discovering rules with high precision. Tested on out-ofsample data, EDDIE-ARB out-performed a nave ex ante rule, which reacts only when
misalignments were detected. This establishes EDDIE-ARB as a promising tool arbitrage
chances discovery. It also demonstrates how EDDIE brings domain experts and computer
scientists together.
Keywords: Keyword1; keyword2; keyword3.

1. Introduction
Chance discovery refers to machine discovery of situations that arise very rarely, but
potentially have significant implications, either favourably or unfavourably. 34 35 1 2
1
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The scarcity of chances makes chance discovery particularly difficult in machine
learning, as only a very small percentage of the data is of significant interest.
In the literature of machine learning, positive results are often presented. Hidden behind such results was a methodology and possibly failures. Failures were
not reported partly because they may be considered uninteresting scientifically. In
fact, the route to success is sometimes as important as the success itself. This paper reports a positive experience in chance discovery. This experience is probably
applicable to other applications of similar nature.
The FTSE 100 spot index has a stock index futures and a European style index
option traded on it. A futures contract requires the investor to buy or sell at certain
prices at a future time. A put option contract give the holder the right to sell a
certain quantity of an underlying security to the writer of the option, at a specified
price (strike price) on or up to a specified date (expiration date). A call option
contract gives the holder the right to buy a certain quantity of a security from the
writer of the option, at a specified price (the strike price) on or up to a specified
date (the expiration date).
The price of futures and options both reflect the investors’ expectation of the
price changes in the spot market, though they bear different risks and returns.
More importantly, both options and futures should converge to the theoretical price,
within some margin, which reflects transaction costs and interest rates. Therefore,
if one of them is over-priced and the other is under-priced beyond certain margins,
one can buy (or sell) options on one hand, and sell (buy) futures on the other, and
obtain a guaranteed risk-free profit. Such operations are called arbitrage.
EDDIE (which stands for Evolutionary Dynamic Data Investment Evaluator)
is a decision support tool for forecasting. 41 42 43 44 EDDIE is an interactive tool,
based on genetic programming (GP) 20 22 23 , a branch of evolutionary computation
19 18 31
, for exploring the space of decision trees. The effectiveness of EDDIE in
forecasting has been reported in 41 42 43 . Tsang et al described the development of
EDDIE as a decision support system 44 , thus establishing the practicality of EDDIE.
As a tool, it helps to channel expert knowledge into the system for forecasting.
This paper reports our experience in channelling economic knowledge into arbitrage
forecasting.

2. The Put-call-futures Arbitrage Strategy
Arbitrage profit opportunities can be calculated theoretically based on futures and
options prices, transaction costs and interest rates (e.g. See Ref. 32 10 45). The
equilibrium pricing relationship between the index option and the stock index is
based on the Stoll Put-Call (P-C) parity relationship. 38 Here, typically the option
price is derived from the underlying stock index. However, it is well known from
studies on the efficiency of index options (see, e.g. Ref. 11 15 16), that the high costs
of hedging index option positions with a portfolio based on the constituent shares
of the spot index may lead to market inefficiency. Therefore, options and futures
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are often used in arbitrage. 24 13 14 6
The Tucker 45 result that combinations of put and call options with the same
exercise price can replicate payoffs of futures positions with the same expiration
and on the same cash asset underpins the put-call-futures (P-C-F, for short) parity
relationship. Arbitrage strategies based on the P-C-F parity involves time synchronized triplets of prices on a put, a call and a futures contract. For example, a risk
free short hedge arbitrage portfolio can be constructed by the following transactions:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Shorting a futures contract,
Buying a call option,
Shorting a put option, and
Borrowing the present discounted value of the futures price and lending the
same for the exercise price.

The idea is to short futures (operation i), but protect it by a synthetic long
futures position (operations b, c and d together). The upper bound of a futures bid
price, denoted by Fbt , is given by
Fbt e−ra (T −t) ≤ Cat − Pbt + Xe−rb (T −t)τ + TC

(2.1)

Here, T is the expiration date and t is today, i.e. T − t is the remaining time
to maturity; Cat is the option’s call premium at the ask, Pbt is the option’s put
premium at the bid. X is the exercise price for the option. T C is the transaction
cost. ra is the interest rate on the borrowing to finance the futures. rb as it has to
lent. If the condition in (2.1) is violated then the arbitrageur by definition will make
a risk free profit equal to:
Fbt e−ra (T −t) − [Cat − Pbt + Xe−rb (T −t) + T C] > 0

(2.2)

by shorting the futures and by creating the synthetic long futures given on the
R.H.S of (2.1).
Let the spot price at time T be ST . Should ST rise above X, the arbitrageur
will exercise the call option (to buy at X) and honor the futures contract (to sell at
ST ) and make a profit. If condition (2.2) does not hold, such profit will be sufficient
cover all the other costs and earn the arbitrageur a profit. Should ST fall below X,
the arbitrageur will have to honor the put option and buy at X. This is offset by
the income in selling the futures at Fbt . Again, if condition (2.2) does not hold, the
surplus will be sufficient to generate a net profit. In fact, the spot price plays no
part in defining the net profit.
Likewise we have a risk free long hedge arbitrage portfolio by combining a long
futures contract and a short synthetic futures position obtained by shorting a call
at the bid, being long in the put at the ask and by lending the present discounted
value of the futures price and borrowing the same for the exercise price. The lower
bound of the ask futures price, denoted by Fat, is given by
Fat e−rb (T −t) ≥ Cbt − Pat + Xe−ra (T −t) − T C

(2.3)
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If the present value of the ask futures price is less than the R.H.S of (2.3), then
the arbitrageur buys the futures and sells the portfolio on the R.H.S of (2.3). This
nets a risk free profit equal to
[Cbt − Pat + Xe−ra (T −t) − T C] − Fat e−rb (T −t) ≥ 0.

(2.4)

3. LIFFE Intraday Data for FTSE-100 Index Options and Futures
We studied the availability of arbitrage opportunities in the FTSE-100 Index options
and futures market. If such opportunities are available, one may attempt to discover
them ahead of others. Our research started with intraday historical tick data on the
FTSE-100 European style index option traded on the LIFFE from March 1, 1991
to June 18, 1998. With inductive learning in mind, intraday tick data for a further
period from June 30, 1998 to March 30, 1999 was earmarked for out-of-sample test to
see whether the introduction of the LIFFEConnect electronic trading had changed
the fundamental conditions. The tick data records contain both two way bid/ask
quote data and the transactions/trade price data. Each record is time stamped with
the following information: (i) option identity, i.e. whether it is a call or put; (ii) the
maturity date; (iii) the exercise price; (iv) the price of contract (bid and ask for
quoted prices and transaction/trade price if indicated as a trade record); (v) the
time synchronized underlying FTSE-100 stock index price.
The risk free interest rate used for borrowing funds in the hedge portfolio is
the London Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR) maturing on the day closest to the
expiration date of the option. The tick data on FTSE-100 is obtained from Data
Stream. The bid or lending interest rate is conventionally taken to be 1/8 of the
LIBOR rate. The mid interest rate is the mean of the above two rates.
We processed the tick data to identify put-call-futures parity, which indicate
arbitrage opportunities. For trade data, we matched all calls and puts with the
same exercise price and maturity and traded within the same minute. This pair is
matched further with a futures contract traded within a minute of the time stamp
of the call-put pair. In the LIFFE tick trade data from January 1991 to June 1998,
15,670 P-C-F arbitrage trade price triplets were identified out of the millions of tick
data. Out of these triplets, before transaction costs, 8,073 profitable short arbitrage
triplets and 7,410 profitable long arbitrage triplets were identified. Only 2% of the
triplets had no profitable arbitrage opportunities. 1,641 of short arbitrage were
followed up. In reality, one may assume transaction cost for a broker/market maker
to be less than 0.1% of the value of the futures contract, which works out to be
about £60 per P-C-F arbitrage. (Note, however, that as many of the options remain
unexercised at maturity, the full inclusion of these round trip commission costs as
percentage of the index option premium is an overestimation of costs.) Based on
this assumption, 2,345 (or 29%) of the 8,037 triplets were profitable.
An ex post analysis of efficiency violations for short arbitrage positions was
conducted using the 8,073 P-C-F price triplets for the sample period (1991-1998)
at costs appropriate to the market maker/broker. Some 42% of the sample yields
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profitable short P-C-F arbitrage opportunities. The profits reported are those that
accrue if the arbitrageur could have obtained as quotes the trade prices recorded
at these points in time. In a real time setting, the arbitrageur may not be able
to obtain the quoted prices (due to delay). Therefore, an arbitrageur may not be
able to exploit all the profitable short arbitrage opportunities, especially if it reacts
passively.
It is worth noting that as trading volume in the index options increased, we
have a three fold increase of P-C-F arbitrage opportunities by 1994. By the end of
1998, there is over a tenfold increase since the inception of index options trading
in LIFFE. On average the numbers of profitable P-C-F arbitrage opportunities are
far outnumbered by loss making P-C-F opportunities in all years. However, in the
years after 1995, the average total profitability of P-C-F positions become positive
with the loss making arbitrages generating smaller losses than the gainful ones. In
other words, the returns to P-C-F arbitrage are significant if the arbitrageur can
successfully ‘pick’ the cherry.
Overall, our study suggests that on average for all periods to maturity the profits
from the arbitrage are substantial and statistically significant [30]. The spot month
nets on average £285 and the 20-50 day period to maturity yields over £316.

4. Defining our forecasting task
Having established that arbitrage opportunities exist in the FTSE-100 index market,
our next task was to define our task: what should we aim to forecast. Building on
EDDIE’s track record, we defined our task to be forecasting whether the current
moment is an arbitrage opportunity, which is a Boolean question. By looking at
historical data, we can determine in hindsight whether each tick is an opportunity
or not an opportunity. Such hindsight information is used for training EDDIE.
With our task defined, we defined the criteria for evaluating the quality of a
set of forecast. Table 1 defines the notations that we use to summarize forecasting
results. In Table 1, P− is the number of times that a positive case is predicted. In
our example, a positive case means an arbitrage opportunity. P+ is the number of
times that a negative case is predicted. A negative predication is a true negative
(TN) if in reality the case is negative. It is a false negative (FN) if the case turns out
to be positive. Similarly, a positive prediction is a true positive (TP) if in reality it
is positive; otherwise it is a false positive (FP). The total number of positive cases
in reality is R+ , and the total number of negative cases is R− . Naturally, R+ plus
R− is equal to P− plus P+ , the total number of cases, N.
A perfect prediction would have TN plus TP equals N, i.e. all the cases are correctly predicted. Failing that, the problem is a multi-objective optimization problem. In EDDIE, three measures are used to evaluate a set of predictions: The rate
of correctness (RC) measures the total number of correct predictions. The rate of
missing chances (RMC) measures the percentage of actual positives classified as
negative. The rate of failure (RF) measures the percentage of false positives over
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Table 1. Contingency table for summarizing results in two-class classification predictions
Predictions
# of True Negatives (TN)
# of False Positives (FP)
Reality

# of False Negatives (FN)
Predicated Negative (P− )
P− = TN + FN

Performance Measures:

Actual Negative(R− )
R− =TN+FP
# of True Positives (TP)
Actual Positive(R+ )
R+ = FN + TP
Predicated Positive (P+ )
Total Number of Cases (N)
P+ = FP + TP
N = P− + P+ = R− + R+
Rate of Correctness: RC = (TP + TN) ÷ N
Rate of Missing Chances: RMC = FN ÷ R+
Rate of Failure: RF = FP ÷ P+

the number of positive predictions. RF is important because false negatives potentially lead to loss in investments. Note that precision is used in the literature to
refer to 1 - RF, recall used to refer to 1 - RMC.
5. Identifying independent variables and refinements
After defining the task, we need to decide what independent variables are relevant
to predicting opportunities. Following naturally from equations (2.1) to (2.4), the
following independent variables are obvious candidates:
• The exercise price of theoptions, which is also called the strike price
• The price of the security in the spot market, which is also called the underlying
price
• The call premium
• The put premium
• The futures price
• The number of days to maturity
• The profit or loss after transaction cost, based on the model described in Section
2.
Unlike our forecasting work presented in 25 26 42 , we input to EDDIE independent variables that are used in fundamental analysis. For convenience, we refer to
this version of EDDIE which specializes in finding arbitrage opportunities EDDIEARB.
Initial runs found no arbitrage patterns. EDDIE-ARB failed to recommend any
arbitrage opportunities. (Neither did it recommend any false opportunities.) We
went through over a dozen of iterations to refine the independent variables. These
refinements provide EDDIE-ARB with more meaningful variables, which are likely
to be discovered repeatedly. Following are some of the major refinements:
(i) Call minus put option premiums is used to replace call and put premiums. This
is because the spread between call and put plays a much more prominent role
in determining arbitrage opportunities than the absolute values of call and put
themselves.
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(ii) Moneyness, the ratio of the spot price over the strike price (Spot ÷ Strike) is
introduced. This variable is introduced as the in, at and out of the moneyness
of call and put options has an impact on the arbitrage profits.
(iii) Basis, which is defined by the Futures price minus Spot price, is introduced.
This variable helps to capture mis-pricing in the futures leg of the arbitrage.
This is later divided by the Futures price to obtain a relative value. Sometimes a
small change in this ratio could be significant (given that intraday data is used).
However, when the numbers get too small, they are subject to the computer’s
precision problem. Therefore, these ratios are multiplied by 10,000. In other
words, Basis = (Futures - Spot) × 10,000 ÷ Futures.
(iv) Profit or loss after transaction cost is replaced by the profit or loss divided by
the futures price. This ratio is more meaningful than the absolute value of the
profit or loss because the significance of the latter is relative to the futures price,
but futures prices may fluctuate. This variable is then multiplied by 1,000,000
to improve precision in the calculation significantly.
Refinement in EDDIE-ARB was only possible when economists and computer
scientists work closely together. The economists understand what are relevant to
arbitrage opportunities and the computer scientists understand complexity of the
search space. Some of the above refinements may look obvious or unimportant to
non-experts in machine learning, who might have unrealistically high expectations
what machine learning can do. The refinements helped EDDIE-ARB to focus on
building blocks which are more likely to be relevant to the forecasting task.
6. EDDIE-ARB for arbitrage chance discovery
One typical characteristic of chance discovery applications is that chances are scarce.
This applies to arbitrage chance discovery. In a situation where, say, 3% of the cases
are actually positive, a predictor could secure a high rate of correctness by making
no positive predictions, as shown in Table 2. For the predictions shown in Table 2,
the rate of correctness of the prediction is 97%, which is very high, but the rate of
missing chances is also high.

Table 2. Contingency table showing chances are scarce
and no positive predictions are made

Reality
Rate of
Rate of
Rate of

Predictions
97
0
97
3
0
3
100
0
3
Correctness: RC = (0 + 97) ÷ 100 = 97%
Missing Chances: RMC = 3 ÷ 3 = 100%
Failure: RF = 0 ÷ 0 (undefined)

Table 3 shows the results of applying EDDIE-ARB with the constrained fitness
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function to LIFFE FTSE-100 index 1991 to 1998 data. Parameters were set to
instruct EDDIE-ARB to generate decision trees with low rate of failure (RF). This
is what was achieved. Although the RC dropped from 94.18% to 27.55% in the test
data, RF was 80.38% in the training data, and 93.01% in the test data. Note that
both the substantial fall of RC and modest increase of RF from the training to the
test period were atypical to EDDIE. As explained in Section 3, the market saw huge
increase of volume from 1994 to 1998. This suggests some underlying changes in the
market behaviour which may have explained for such atypical observations here.

Table 3. Application of EDDIE-ARB to LIFFE FTSE-100 index data
Training 4178 Rows
29 January 1991 to 30 December 1996
Negative
Positive
Predictions
Predictions
Real
4062
3894
168
Negative
(97.2%)
Real
116
75
41
Positive
(2.8%)
3969
209
4178
(95%)
(5%)
RC 94.18%, RMC 64.66%, RF 80.38%

Testing 3895 Rows
1 January 1997 to 18 June 1998
Negative
Positive
Predictions
Predictions
Real
3610
867
2743
Negative
(92.7%)
Real
285
79
206
Positive
(7.3%)
946
2949
3895
(24.3%)
(75.7%)
RC 27.55%, RMC 27.72%, RF 93.01%

The scarcity of chances and high rate of failure in previous runs led us to explore further actions to help EDDIE-ARB in its search. To reduce EDDIE-ARB’s
incentive to produce no positive predictions, we used the 1,641 triplets that were
followed up. About 25% of these cases resulted in profits after transaction cost.
This means that, with the reduced set of data, if EDDIE-ARB does not generate
positive predictions, its RC can only be 75%.
The 1,641 rows of data were divided into training (1,000 rows, or 61%) and test
(641 rows, or 39%) sets. The former contains 1,000 rows and the latter 641 rows.
Data was picked randomly rather than chronologically to give us more samples for
training and testing.
EDDIE uses a constrained fitness function. 25 43 First, EDDIE allows the user to
give a weight to each of the three criteria. Given that negative positives potentially
lead to losses, whereas missing chances do not cost the arbitrager (apart from the
opportunity cost), we made sure that a non-trivial (negative) weight is given to
rate of failure. We do not want to miss chances either, given then scarcity. However,
false negatives do not lead to losses. Besides, missing chances can be compensated
by generating more than one decision trees, with each of them picking up some
opportunities. Therefore, a smaller weight is given to RMC.
Secondly, EDDIE allows the user to specify a preferred boundary for the percentage of positive predictions. The lower the percentage of recommendations, the
lower the rate of failure (i.e. the higher the precision) tend to be. In the tests on
the 1641 data set, we asked EDDIE to generate predictions with 5-10%, 10-15%,
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15-20% and 20-25% of positive recommendations. This reflects the percentage of
real opportunities in the data.
Table 4 shows the result of applying EDDIE-ARB with different recommendation percentages. By adjusting the constraint-based function, EDDIE-ARB could
discover rules with 0% to 10% failure (i.e. 80% to 100% precision). The low rate
of failure is achieved at the cost of missing opportunities. This result is consistent
with what we found in the past. 43

Table 4. Application of EDDIE-ARB with different windows of recommendation percentages
RF
EDDIE-ARB
5-10%
10-15%
15-20%
20-25%

TRAIN
0.00%
2.10%
22.90%
39.70%

TEST
0.00%
1.00%
23.70%
37.50%

RMC
TRAIN
59.80%
48.80%
38.90%
32.60%

TEST
58.00%
47.40%
38.20%
32.60%

RC
TRAIN
85.60%
88.00%
86.30%
81.30%

TEST
85.50%
88.00%
85.60%
81.50%

Number of
Recommendations
TEST
67
84
129
173

AVERAGE
PROFIT
LOSS
TEST
957
787
491
465

7. Comparing EDDIE-ARB with a naive arbitrage approach
Being able to achieve high RC and low RF do not guarantee high profit. To assess
the commercial potential of EDDIE-ARB, it was tested against a naive arbitrage
approach. The standard ex ante analysis of arbitrage [6] is based on the following
scenario.
Scenario of a naive arbitrage approach
The naive premise is that the arbitrageur waits for a contemporaneous profit
signal in the category of either short or long arbitrage (given by equations 2.1 to
2.4) above and then continues with arbitrage trades in the same direction in a given
time interval. It is assumed that after a time execution delay of one minute, the
arbitrageur proceeds to execute his arbitrage position within a time interval of nine
minutes. He, thus, faces execution price risk, should the trio of the P-C-F prices
diverge.
As explained in Section 3, not every contemporaneous P-C-F profit signal will
lead to a profit, due to execution delay. The question is whether EDDIE-ARB can
out-perform this naive arbitrage approach. The answer to this question heavily
hinges on whether EDDIE-ARB can reliably anticipate arbitrage opportunities in
advance.
The objective we set EDDIE-ARB is as follows: at every point in time with the
occurrence of a matched P-C-F price triplet, predict whether profitable arbitrage
is possible in the next 10 minute interval in a given direction (long or short) after
a one minute of execution delay. Profit and loss of the recommended arbitrage
positions are calculated by the criteria given in Section 2. It is important to point
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out that the naive rule only attempts to exploit profitable arbitrage in the next ten
minutes. EDDIE is trained to anticipate arbitrage opportunities from any point in
time. With electronic trading, any observed P-C-F arbitrage opportunity can be
executed immediately. As quotes do not ‘live’ longer than 1-3 minutes even with
electronic trading, the methodology given here for generating decision trees that
anticipate profitable arbitrage with a ten minute lead is advantageous.
Performance of the best rule generated by EDDIE-ARB, which we call
“GDT(4)” was compared with the naive rule above. Results are summarized in
Table 5. The two methods were compared on training, test and out-of-sample periods. It is worth noticing that there are significantly more opportunities in the
out-of-sample period, after June 1998.
GDT(4) compares on par with the naive rule on total profits. However, it has
a higher average profit than the naive rule. (In fact, the average profits of all the
rules generated by EDDIE-ARB were above the naive rule (£338), see Ref. 30
for details.) The reason that this is not translated to the total profit is because
GDT(4) did not make as many positive recommendations as the naive rule. This is
because we instructed EDDIE-ARB to generate rules with low rate of failure. With
the constrained fitness function in EDDIE-ARB, we can generate many rules with
precision as high as GDT(4). If each rule picks out arbitrage opportunities reliably
and these opportunities do not form proper subsets of one another, then the set of
rules together will have a good chance of out-performing the naive rule.

Table 5. Performance of EDDIE-ARB vs Naive Rule
Periods
Training
Test
Out-of-sample

GDT(4)
Naive Rule
GDT(4)
Naive Rule
GDT(4)
Naive Rule

Total Trade Signals
246
290
154
196
249
273

Total Profit / Loss
151,984
79,682
112,684
66,268
259,795
260,135

Average Profit / Loss
617.82
274.76
731.71
338.1
1,043.35
952.88

8. Concluding Summary
Overall, this is a valuable experience in chance discovery. From millions of records,
valuable information was retrieved for training EDDIE-ARB. Through close collaboration between economists and computer scientists, variables were refined and
data were better pre-processed to help EDDIE-ARB. The latest version of EDDIEARB managed to generate predictions reliably. Such predictions helped us to beat
a naive arbitrager on out-of-sample data. The pick up rate of EDDIE-ARB could
potentially be improved by generating more rules (as long as the rules do not pick
up the same patterns). Therefore, EDDIE-ARB is a promising tool for arbitrage
chances discovery.
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One may question who contributes to the positive results, EDDIE-ARB or the
human researchers. The answer is both. Without human researchers, EDDIE-ARB
will not be able to find useful patterns. That is why over a dozen iterations were
needed to perfect EDDIE-ARB. On the other hand, without EDDIE-ARB, it is
impossible for human users to find rules of such high precision (rules with 90% to
100% were found). Rules with high precision may form building blocks for practical,
reliable arbitrage monitoring systems.
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